IMPROVE SAFETY: Most granulator-related injuries occur when workers are clearing a jammed rotor. Sharp blades produce far fewer rotor jams.

IMPROVE EFFICIENCY: Your granulators use less electricity with sharp blades.

IMPROVE QUALITY: Sharp blades produce more consistent regrind, so you produce more consistent parts.

- All Makes; All Models
- Rotating knives must be sharpened or replaced in sets. Stationary blades can be sharpened or replaced individually.
- Specify Make, Model and Year when ordering new blades or sending your blades for sharpening.

BLADE SHARPENING

$1.30 per inch for single-angle blades.

$2.60 per inch for beveled blades.

- Inspected against OEM specifications to determine advisability of sharpening.
- Thoroughly cleaned (for machining accuracy).
- Sharpened under coolant fluid to prevent overheating edge.
- Sharpened in sets to .003” match including parallelism.
- 5-day turnaround – faster if needed.

NEW REPLACEMENT BLADES

- In stock for most makes, models and years.
- Meet or exceed OEM specifications.
- Non-stock blades quickly made to your specifications or to match your sample.
- Sharpened in sets to .003” match including parallelism.